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Abstract

Diode laser wavelength (785nm) was used of treatment foot diabetes to different type. There laser is better than by using Er: YAG or IPL. By using process the skin later are absorbed laser beam especially in superficial treatment these laser. Therefore, there are many different characteristic, which related to the skin layer, such as the stimulated of the skin and such as the thermal relaxation time (TRT) and the target (TRT) time which is required for the heated tissue that used to lose about half of its heat.
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Introduction

One of the more familiar disease around the world is the diabetes sellouts. The spread of it around the world can be consider as more than people. Therefore, the number of people who suffer from this illness is rising in every country [1,2]. Moreover, there is a considerable financial effect on the national health system as well as on the patients quality of life ; because of the diabetic foot problems. Thus, the using of low level laser therapy (LLLT) including the light of low level that used in front of the light emitting diodes. This change establish the reduction [3, 4]. The laser parameters depend:

1. Wavelength: It preferable to select longer wavelength whenever possible. This is important for patients with darker skin. If short wavelength laser are used melanin may absorb. The laser energy intended for hemoglobin and result in depigmentation. Longer wavelength short may be suited for superficial tattoo removal.

2. Pulse duration: The pulse duration is determined by the thermal relaxation time (TRT) of the target.

3. Fluencies: energy per unite area.

4. Size spot: larger spot size tend to have less scattering of the laser beam and deep dermal penetration.

5. Frequency: Number of the waves per time (HZ).

6. Power density: Number of photo energy of absorption by special cross section area of treatment tattoo under treatment time.

The Injure Recovery Process in the Diabetes Mellitus

The most important problem with diabetic wounds is their way of taking treatment; because they don't follow the ordinary process of their recovery for their wounds. This dynamic operation consists of four phase: The proliferate, inflame action, hemostasis and remodeling.
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1. The Proliferation and Migration
Several process start at the position of the lesion, when the inflammation decrease. Thus, there take place in order to restore the oxygen supply, and ECM the form of the proteins which includes collagens.

2. The Henostasis
It is one of the cell impairs phase, this process includes the activation of the platelet, agmgation and the adhesion to the damaged end of heling to keep the hemostasis. This phenomenon known as congelation [5].

3. The Inflammation
This process occurs when there is an injury in the tissue; because of the macrophage, neutrophils and mast cell which is responsible for the producing of the inflammatory cytokines, as well as the releasing of the pattern, and show diminution in their functions which contributes to the susceptibility to would contagion.

4. Maturation (remodeling)
During maturation, the different tissue gradually achieves strength and flexibility. Here, collagen fibers observe, the tissue matures and there is a comprehensive expansion in inflexibility. The remodeling phase varies extremely among wounds.

Selective Photo - therolysis
It is a term which first introduced by Anderson, and parish. This term is clearly refers to the objective of the elective distraction of the structure of tissue, which occurs by the interaction of the temperature, that induced by the light as source of it parameters can be found, and we can take them into account in order to achieve the selection photo thermolysic.

1. Wave length: It refers to the location of the depth of the permeation, during the dermis and the epidermis figure (1).
2. Pulse duration: It is determined by using the thermal Relaxation time (TRT).
3. Spot size: refers to the scattering of the minimal laser beam, and the deep dermal figure (2).
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**Figure 2.** Relation between penetration level and size spot

4. Cooling system: The cooling include air cooling or cool gels applied to the surface.

**Classification Laser Diode**

1. **Side effect:** Sugar foot syndrome is yield of the multifactorial take place due to many effect like peripheral conductive neuropase [more and scenes nerve] and the effect of foot ulcers [6].
2. **Sugar foot ulcers:** The kind of this case depend on the main of effect due the size and depth in the foot. Some is deeper or more extensive or contain complex case. Metabolic information in grades give ulcer grade kind of classification [7, 8].
3. **Normal therapy method:** Treatment operation include, the kinds of clean the wind, expend the vessel of blood, surgical operation to bullet the skin more smooth and remove all fright dead cell from the skin of foot[6].
4. **Laser treatment:** (LLLT), called fine laser treatment in this teaching, under the kind of treatment in this teaching, under the kind of interaction among photons of laser because and among foot cells to this every one absorbed by the molecule to stimulated these cells without produce these cells without produce change in the surrounding tissue [9].

**Conclusion**

As the most recent drugs have not proven to be defective, there is urgent medical need in finding an approved medicine to enhance healing of diabetic foot ulcers. Interaction of laser light with skin laser is electromagnetic beam with wavelength (785nm). The incident ray are interact with surface skin and some part are reflected another part are penetration inside the layer of skin. The change reflection index between air and surface of the skin. There are special complex used as a good absorption laser. The patient take (8st) cessation the result decreased depth of the penetration of the foot diabetes. Require four to six treatment.
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